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Frontend Developer

Experienced frontend developer with hands-on expertise in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React, Tailwind CSS,
Material UI, Bootstrap, and animations. Skilled in creating responsive designs and utilizing Canva for graphic

design. Proficient in project management within web development technologies, with a strong understanding of
UI/UX principles and best practices.

Aptech | 2024 

Independently designed and developed Luxeloom, a modern
React-based website showcasing women's clothing designs.
Managed all aspects of the project, including UI/UX design,
development, and creating banners using Canva.
Implemented features such as routing, responsive design, and
modern UI elements.
Utilized technologies including React, React Router, CSS, and
SwiperJS.

Aptech | 2024 

Developed a clone of a modern UI/UX website using React.js
and Tailwind CSS, showcasing sleek design and seamless
animations.
Implemented modern UI/UX principles, setting a high standard
for future applications.
Utilized Vite for development and Tailwind CSS for intricate
shapes and stylish gradients.
Features include beautiful sections, parallax animations,
complex UI geometry, incorporation of latest UI trends, and full
responsiveness across all devices.

Aptech | 2023 

Developing a professional, visually appealing, and user-friendly
website for Zara Therapy Clinic to showcase services and attract
new clients.
Utilizing technologies such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript for
structuring content, styling, and adding interactivity.
Implementing features including therapy descriptions, therapist
profiles, contact information, testimonials, and a responsive
design for compatibility across all devices.

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
2024 – 2027

Diploma in Web Development
2023 – 2024

1. Proficient in frontend technologies:
HTML, CSS, JavaScript.
2. Skilled in responsive design
frameworks like Bootstrap.
3. Familiar in building interactive user
interfaces with React.
4. Knowledgeable in TypeScript for
scalable and robust applications.
5. Familiar with Tailwind CSS for efficient
styling.

1. Certified in React.js for Beginners from
simplilearn.

2. Certified in Frontend Development
from Aptech Pakistan.

Luxeloom Website

Brainwave | UI-UX Landing Page

Zara’s Therapy Website

Dawood University
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